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ABSTRACT 

This project is focus on the difference between normal DNS traffic and abnormal 
DNS traffic that made by the botnet. Botnet is software robot that is hardcoded by the 
botmaster or owner of the bot that has mission need to be accomplished. Victim of the 
botnet will faced consequence such as denial of service. This project analyzed the DNS 
traffic by focus on the numbers of query response. Query response for normal DNS 
traffic is less than the botnet DNS traffic because botnet like to contact its server more 
frequently than the normal DNS traffic. To get the network traffic, lab had been setup 
based on network setup configuration that had been planned for this project. Server was 
used to capture the network traffic and some workstations used to run the botnet for 
botnet DNS traffic and windows update for normal DNS network. There are some 
techniques to detect botnet, in this project detection of botnet is using anomaly-based 
technique. Network traffic will be captured for both botnet DNS network and normal 
DNS network. Three different network traffic had been captured which were botnet 
DNS network, normal DNS network and combination of botnet and normal DNS 
network. From the captured network traffic, analysis had been made and criteria 
involved were time the botnet active, number ofNXDomain and CNAME rcode for the 
query response and the time interval for the botnet request at the DNS server. To get 
clear information to the DNS query response, graph was created for all the botnet DNS 
traffic and normal DNS traffic in the analysis phase. To confirmed output in the analysis 
phase, testing had been made to compare it. Conclusion for the project is to conclude 
that the project met all objectives that had been planned before or not. 
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